Course:243A Instructor: Lin

Semester: Fall 2015

Student Information:
3. How would you evaluate your own commitment to and engagement with this course?
• The class is challenging but it is a good learning experience
• I kept up to date with the quizzes and class work, but skimped on the readings
• I have never worked so hard or been so dedicated to a course before
Course and Instructor Evaluation:
1. How much do you think you’ve learned from this course?
•
Professor Lin knows his stuff and he even goes beyond to teach us things that
are not in the textbook
• Professor is hard and demanding but you learn a lot
• I’ve learned more in this class than any other
2. How helpful were the course materials used by the instructor?
• The slides, past exam papers, assignment solutions, besides the book, were very
helpful
• The articles were more of a medium to know current events than to learn macro
• Some of the extra meetings seemed irrelevant and unrelated
• Loved that he provided passed tests and slides very helpful
• They were challenging but helped learning tremendously
3. How effective was the instructor in conducting the class sessions?
• Has good time management skills and makes sure that everybody participates
• Lin is the man
• Cold calling people keeps them engaged
• Keeping students involved with real life examples helped keep me interested in
the class
4. How would you rate the assignments and tests the instructor required as measures of
learning in the course?
• They were very helpful in building intuition
• Tests were very difficult, but they made you think
• Some of the quizzes seemed too challenging
• Assignments were pretty hard but he grades on completion
• They were a good balance of challenging, but enough to where you still learned a
good amount
5. How would you rate the instructor’s performance in providing far, prompt, and
helpful comments and grades on your work?

•

The professor was always helpful in providing feedback both written and orally,
good and bad

6. What is your overall rating of this instructor?
• Though he admits that he is very demanding, I should say that sometimes it
appears very intimidating and might make him less approachable. Otherwise, I
like his enthusiasm
• One of my favorites!
• Demanding but dedicated to the students learning
• He is definitely a challenging professor, but he pushed me enough to work hard
and learn a lot
7. What is your overall rating of this course?
• Challenging, but necessary class
• One of the hardest classes I have ever taken, but I have learned a lot
• Helped solidify why I want to major in economics
Last Thoughts:
•
•

Professor Lin is a very good teacher and I learned a lot
It will be better if we have a longer time for the exam

